Connect it Networks deploys StarWind VSAN to take maximum advantage of their existing yet powerful IT infrastructure

Problem
Prior to StarWind VSAN deployment, Connect it Networks' infrastructure consisted of backing up one server to the other. The company could not leverage the other server's resources like RAM and CPU, just storage.

The moment arrived as they kind of grew overnight and realized that with the ever-changing technology, they did not want to keep upgrading and switching out servers. The servers they had were sufficient and well taken care of. The only thing needed was to find a software that would help them make the best use of what they already had.

Solution
Starwind came as a salvation, a Hail Mary. Connect it Networks opted for StarWind VSAN without even looking at other products. StarWind VSAN breathed new life into the company's old infrastructure. It works well and efficient. The old became new again.

Connect it Networks plans to keep using StarWind VSAN and refer to people who might be in the same situation as they once were.

We discovered that the “old infrastructure” was actually underutilized but being powerful – we upgraded the CPU, RAM and Storage and noticed that the “old” became new again.
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